Doporučené přípravné materiály ke Cambridgeským zkouškám
V Britském centru jsou k dispozici, mimo jiné, následující přípravné materiály:

**Cambridge English: Key (KET)**
- KET for Schools Direct (CUP)
- Objective KET (CUP)
- Common Mistakes at KET (CUP)
- Cambridge Key English Test Extra (CUP)
- Complete Key (CUP)
- Complete Key for Schools (CUP)
- KET Result (OUP)
- KET Practice Tests (OUP)
- KET Practice Tests Plus (Pearson Longman)
- KET Testbuilder (Macmillan)

**Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET)**
- PET Direct (CUP)
- Objective PET (CUP)
- Insight into PET (CUP)
- Common Mistakes at PET (CUP)
- Cambridge Exams Extra PET (CUP)
- Cambridge Grammar for PET (CUP)
- Cambridge Vocabulary for PET (CUP)
- PET Result (OUP)
- Compact Preliminary (CUP)
- PET Practice Tests (OUP)
- PET Practice Tests Plus 1 – 2 (Pearson Longman)
- Going for Gold Intermediate (Pearson Longman)
- Ready for PET (Macmillan)
- PET Testbuilder (Macmillan)
- Destination B1: Grammar & Vocabulary (Macmillan)

**Cambridge English: First (FCE)**
- Compact First (Cambridge English). (CUP)
- Objective First (Cambridge English). Fourth Edition (CUP)
- Complete First (Cambridge English). For the 2015 Exam (CUP)
- Cambridge English First Result. For the 2015 Exam. (OUP)
- First Masterclass (Cambridge English). For the 2015 Exam (OUP)
- Cambridge English First 1. With Answers. For the 2015 Exam. Book with Audio CDs (CUP)
- First Trainer (Cambridge English). For the Revised Exam from 2015. (CUP)
- First Practice Tests (Cambridge English). With Key. For the 2015 Exam (OUP)
- Reading for First. With Answer Key (Macmillan)
- Writing for First. With Answer Key (Macmillan)
- Use of English for First. With Answer Key (Macmillan)
- Listening and Speaking for First. With Answer Key. Book with CDs (Macmillan)
- Improve Your Skills for First Series (Macmillan)
- Destination B2: Grammar & Vocabulary (Macmillan)
- Common Mistakes at FCE (CUP)
- Spotlight on First (National Geography Learning)
- Compact First for Schools (CUP)
- Complete First for Schools (CUP)
- Cambridge English First 1. With Key. Book with CD (National Geography Learning)
- Cambridge English First 2. With Key. Book with CD (National Geography Learning)

**Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE)**
- Complete Advanced (Cambridge English). For the 2015 Exam (CUP)
- Cambridge English Advanced Result. For the 2015 Exam
- Cambridge English Advanced 1. With Answers. For the 2015 Exam. Book with Audio CDs (CUP)
- Advanced Practice Tests (Cambridge English). With Key. For the 2015 Exam. Book with CDs (OUP)
- Advanced Trainer (Cambridge English). For the Revised Exam from 2015. Book with CDs (CUP)
- Advanced 10 CAE. Practice Tests. For the 2015 Exam (Global ELT)
- Cambridge English Advanced 1. With Key. Book with CD (CUP)
- Cambridge English Advanced 2. With Key. Book with CD (CUP)
- Grammar and Vocabulary for Advanced. With Answers (CUP)
- Vocabulary for Advanced (Cambridge English). With Answers. Book with CD (CUP)
- Reading for Advanced. With Answer Key (Macmillan)
- Writing for Advanced. With Answer Key (Macmillan)
- Use of English for Advanced. With Answer Key (Macmillan)
- Listening and Speaking for Advanced. With Answer Key. Book with CDs (Macmillan)
- Advanced Language Practice (Macmillan)
- Destination C1: Grammar & Vocabulary (Macmillan)
- Common Mistakes at CAE (CUP)
- Grammar for CAE and Proficiency (CUP)
- Cambridge English Objective Advanced (CUP)
- Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English (CUP)
- Compact Advanced (CUP)
- Advanced 1 (National Geography Learning)

**Cambridge English: Proficiency (CPE)**
- Objective Proficiency (Cambridge English). (CUP)
- Proficiency Masterclass. For the 2013 Exam. (OUP)
- Cambridge English Proficiency Practice Tests. For the 2013 CPE. Book with CDs (OUP)
- Cambridge English Proficiency 1. With Answers. For the 2013 CPE (CUP)
- Cambridge English Proficiency 2. With Answers. For the 2013 CPE (CUP)
- Grammar for CAE and Proficiency (CUP)
- New Progress to Proficiency (CUP)
- Common Mistakes at Proficiency (CUP)
- CPE Practice Tests (OUP)
- New Proficiency Testbuilder (Macmillan)

**CPE Set Texts 2017**

*Doporučená literatura pro část Writing*
- Penelope Lively: Family Album
- F. Scott Fitzgerald: The Great Gatsby